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And we all make mistakes. And we all say things which carried on logically lead
all who

to nonsense. We all do. But, this view that/people/ever haves' been SAi saved

or everj will be saved in any other way than through the death of Christ is a

view which no true Christian holds, no true Christian can hold, and to make it

a definition of dispensationalism is simply to push the word out to be a word to

describe people who aren't Christians at all. And no Christian would
he is a

say txXk dispensationalist. If that is what it mmma means, and if this is

what it means, then every Christian must say that he is a dispensationalist.

Well, what does the term dispensationalist mean? Well, I know people who takea

certain statement, and they say, Here's a statement, and there are a thousand

details in it, and we accept everyone of those thousand details exactly and that

is a dispensational tribute, arid we have ....ll..., and then there are other

people who will little details in this and say, Look, those are bad,

and they are wrong, therefore, anybody is terrible that is a dispenastionalist

that accepts this ll And then I have been with people who are leaders
to

among those who are considered w believe absolutely and implicitly in this

whole system, and I have talked them, and heard them discussing, and one takes

this point and raises the question, and one takes this point and discusses it,

and one tkaes this point and raises a question, and I find that there are all

kinds of views among those who are teachers add leaders, among those whom others

would call dispensational 12 I don't like the word Idispensationalism

because I think it is a word that gives more heat than light. I think that the

word probably can be used in such a sense that every Christian must be considered

to be a dispensationalist, every true Christian, and I think the word can be used

in such a sense that no Christian can be called a dispensationalist. Now, my

guess is that the majoriy of people who speak of dispensaitonalism and by it mean

a person who knows all the little deatils of what is going to happen in the

reutrn of Christ. That's what they call a dispensationalist. Now, it has nothing

to do with the actual wording. But that's the way the word is used, more than

.....l2 That's Icow the dispensationalists use it. One who knows all the

little deatils about the return of the Lord. Well, now, there is nobody who
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